1. Future Vision of Office Robot
1.1 What is Office Robot?
(1) Office Robot is the reliable partner for humans
Office Robot does not steal our jobs but support us, constructing Win-Win relationship toward our future mutual growth.
Humans

Robots

・Focus on creative operations.

・Play a role as our assistant.

・Play a role as a leader (of human-robot
team)

・Focus on cognitive and specialization
fields.

&
Figure 1.1-1 Human-Robot relationship to be realized by Office Robot

(2) Robot brings innovation to humans activities
Robot expands our sphere of availability.
Office Robot innovates white-collar practices.

【Current Status】

Only humans are in operations.

② Expansion of working range

① Focus on value-added activity

③ Work Style Reform

&
【Future Vision】
Both humans and robots operate various

【Innovations】
①Focus on value-added activity
→ Robot releases us from routine work and miscellaneous duties.
Humans focus on more advanced operations (strategy development, creative activity, etc.)
② Expansion of working range
→ Human-Robot team addresses several challenges such as resource problems and skill-match related issues.
Humans' activity range is expanding more than ever.
③ Work Style Reform
→ Collaboration with robot (Humans-Robot, Robot-Robot) diminishes the limitations in the current work style.
New work style in which we can select time, location, etc.

Figure 1.1-2 Office Robot innovates humans activity

1. Future Vision of Office Robot
1.2 Interaction between human and robot
(1) Two kinds of assistant robots
Office Robot consists of 'Office Administrator-type' and 'Robot with professional skills'.

Humans

・

Role

Features

Office Administrator-

Robot with professional

・Support 'idea' and 'task management' ・Support 'practical operations' and

Decision maker

・Focus on high value-added tasks

'expertise'
・Transform human ideas into practical
・Data accumulation and learning function
operations.

・Change its role according to robot

・Customize Office Robot to each user's

development.

need.

・Share the learned experience among
・Deal with operations robot cannot handle.
robots

・Distributed coordination system,
Keyword

reinforcement learning

－

・Provide services within its expertise
・Develop through learning function

・Share scenario
・Deep machine learning/ Statistical AI

Figure 1.2-1 Two kinds of assistant robots

(2) Partnership between human and robot

Improve in Professional
Robot functions

Work range expansion of Professional Robot
and Office Administrator-type Robot

Professional robot takes care practical operations

practical operation
/expertise

practical operation
/expertise

For humans/robots

For humans/robots

Today
Office Administrator-type plays as a facilitator

Workforce is only humans

practical operation
/expertise

For humans/robots

practical operation
/expertise

For humans/robots

Improve in Office
Administrator-type Robot
functions

Reinforced robot functions enable us to focus on higher value-added operation and expand our activity range in different work styles than ever before.
・Development of robot with professional skills expands the practical and highly professional range which it can operate.
→

Robot with professional skills releases us from routine work and enables us to operate higher value-added task.
・Office Administrator-type Robot facilitates humans/robots operations to minimize the load on humans.

→

Comprehend natural language and send a direction as it talks to humans.
Office Administrator Robot controls robot with professional skills. Humans can focus on their own expertise without being disrupted.
Maximize the performance of Human-Robot team by reinforcing the partnership between humans and robots.
Figure 1.2-2 Office Robot changes human-robot relationship.
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2. Roadmap for Office Robot suite
2.1 Overview of Office Robot suite
Office Robot expansion for upgrading to Office Robot suite will be continued based on the core structure consisting of
Office Administrator and Robot with professional skills. Office Administrator directly supports users while Robot with professional skills
communicates with external services and exerts its expertise to deal with users' various needs.
AI

big data
analytics

Cloud
AWS
Azure
...

Office Robot suite

Office Administrator

IoT

OCR

Users

prexifort-OCR
...

Robot with professional skills

social
network

man-machine
interface

scenario
market place
...

Physical
Robot
Figure 2.1-1 Overview of Office Robot suite

2.2 Step-by-step development of Office Robot suite
(1) Directionality of Development
Office Robot suite develops mainly around three axes (Directionalities of two robots and expansion of automation)
Directionality(1) － Enhancement of Robot with professional skills
Research

Platform expansion

Dealing with audit

Autonomy
etc...

Advanced security

Provide Basic Functions

Sophistication and Diversification of Functions

Directionality(2) － Improvement of Office Administrator Robot

Command-based execution

Identify non-format directions
as well as spoken commands.

Support decision-making and
take care of simple judgment for users

Predict users' expectations

Grouping Robots

Proper reporting

etc...

Understand users' needs and offer advanced support

Baseline －Expansion of Automation

Record＋Edit＋Run

more operations will be automated

Scenario creation will be much easier.

Figure 2.2-1 Growth axes of WinActror suite

2. Office Robot suite Roadmap
(2) Development Roadmap and Upgrade Phase
The chart below shows the development stage divided by fiscal years.
The chart shows the major functions in each phase. Please refer to "2.3 Office Robot suite Functions Release Plan" for more details.

FY2017

Robot with professional
skills Enhancement

FY2018

FY2019 onward

Web crawling

Scenario screening

counterapproach
for stray robot

Security standard setup

Authority management

Free from AI-OCR

Spoken command

Link with SNS

Automatic scenario execution

dashboard

Management cockpit

Link with smartphone

Verification of information
authenticity

Link with BPM

Expansion of
BPM connection

Job Schedule

Audit trail acquisition

Supervise Execution Robot

Automatic management

Provide platform
to customers' needs

User authentication

Office Administrator
Robot Improvement

Automation
Expansion

OCR for Japanese

Record/Execution

High-level business
judgment support

Increase the number of Library nodes
Marketplace

Release standard scenarios

Automatic scenario creation

Automatic scenario
collecting/redistribution

Figure 2.2-2 Office Robot suite Roadmap (Simple Overview)
※ The ongoing functional enhancement of Office Robot suite will be completed in as described in the roadmap.

Office Robot suite will offer a new automation service with Office Administrator Robot in 2019 onward.
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2. Office Robot suite Road Map
2.3 Office Robot suite Functions Release Plan
Directionality
Enhancement of Robot
with professional skills

FY2017
Features of Product/Service Released by 3Q

FY2018
1Q

4Q

2Q

3Q

FY2019
1Q

4Q

2Q

and more...

Response to advanced requests

Security Governance

Scenario management

User authentication

Comply with security standards

ID/Password management

Supervise execution robots

Management and control by Robot

Save log

Audit trail acquisition

Operational standards

Smooth operation with domestic standards
Counter approach
for stray robot
Create audit materials

Autonomous robot management

Autonomous RPA

Quality Level of RPA

Scenario audit

Scenario version management

Autonomous scenario management

Highly reliable RPA

Expansion of usage opportunity

Service Variety

Client Version

License central management
Public Cloud

Private Cloud

Server Version

Usage Method

Standalone

Selectable platform to one's needs

Product upgrade (Client→Server version/Cloud version)

Platform expansion

Action by self-judgment

Control by other terminals than PC Start by computer surveillance

Start job from server
Location free RPA

Link with BPM (IM)

Link with BPM (other than IM)
RPA linked with BPM

Improvement of Office
Administrator Robot

Improvement of Sensor Functions

Visual Sense

Improve judgment
Link with OCR

Free from AI-OCR

Handwriting recognition
Digitalization

Operation log

Run by action prediction

Accumulate information for self-learning

Auditory Sense

Spoken command

conversation-based operation

voice-recognition library

The other sensor functions

Operation-free RPA
conversation-based response

Link with Web
RPA with the strength of digitalization

Verification of information
authenticity

sensor

Visualization of RPA

Dashboard

Advanced dashboard

First Analysis/Reporting

Management cockpit

Job history tracking

Visualization of
management information

Automation of first analysis

Expansion of Automation

Automation of Operations

Scenario creation with recorded operations

Record operations
Rule based RPA

self-growth type RPA

Manual-based scenario creation

Scenario execution

Activation of scenario creation

Arbitrary scenario creation

(explanatory note)
：

Functions provided by Office Robot suite

：the value to be provided to customers by the group of functions

Standard scenario distribution

Automated collection and redistribution of scenario

Scenario contest system

Scenario/Marketplace
Start know-how sharing

Scenario auto correction

know-how sharing RPA

Expansion of know-how
sharing system
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3. The future brought by Office Robot suite

3.1 The future brought by Office Robot suite
The followings are a sample of the future advantages which will be brought along with Office Robot suite development.

(Use Case)
a. The future advantages brought by enhancement of Robot with professional skills
a-1. Response to advanced requests － improvement in RPA quality standards
a-2. Expansion of usage opportunity － usage method expansion
b. The future advantages brought by enhancement of Office Administrator Robot
b-1. Improvement of sensor functions → increase judgment accuracy
b-2. Visualization of RPA
c. Expansion of automation
c-1. Automation of operations
c-2. Activation of scenario creation

3. The future brought by Office Robot suite

a. The future advantages brought by enhancement of Robot with professional skills
a-1. Response to advanced requests － improvement in RPA quality standards
[Value to be provided]
・Office Robot is active in several fields thanks to the increase of the RPA penetration.
・The impact on society caused by Office Robot malfunction will be substantial, so scenario verification is required.
Simple v erification with
Scenario Screening

[Use Case]

to be provided in FY2018

User Story
As a

[role]

scenario creator

so that

[benefit]

Create sophisticated Office Robot scenarios

I want

[goal/desire]

Have Office Robot suite screen scenario

Use Case
Simple verification for scenarios

Humans

Robot with

Office Administrator Robot

professional skills

Before
Conventional process!

① Theory based verification
Conventional process!

Disadvantage!

② Do trial runs for verification

Improper scenario verification is risky!
Theory based scenario verification is time-consuming.
Also, there is a risk of operating system malfunction in trial
runs for scenario verification, that will require tremendous
amount of time for recovery.

After
① Request for Scenario Screening
② Static Analysis of Scenario

Advantage!!
③ Identify structural mistakes and
errors in operating procedures
(Scenario Screening-1)

④ Dynamic Analysis of Scenario

Advantage!!
⑤ Virtual verification in which it
actually runs scenarios to confirm its
moves.
(Scenario Screening-2)

⑥ Screening Result

Advantage!!

Office Robot suite is equipped with automatic verification function

The scenario verification function will be improved in Office Robot
suite. Prior confirmation varies depending on required quality
standards and that enables users to securely operate their tasks.

3. The future brought by Office Robot suite

a. The future advantages brought by enhancement of Robot with professional skills
a-2. Expansion of usage opportunity － usage method expansion
[Value to be provided]
・Work Style Innovation boosts the number of nomad workers.
・ Office Robot offers more efficient working styles.
Accessible from any dev ices other than conv entional PCs

[ Use Case ]

to be provided in FY2018

User Story
As a

[role]

task operator

so that

[benefit]

Increase operational efficiency in Work Style Innovation.

I want

[goal/desire]

Office Robot suite is accessible from anywhere.

Use Case
From anywhere and anytime, Office Robot suite is accessible.

Robot with

Humans

professional skills

Office Administrator Robot

Before
Conventional process!

Disadvantage!

Run on Windows PC

Unable to access from other devices
Currently, running Office Robot requires a Windows PC.
Carrying a laptop around with you would be a burden....

After

Advantage!!
Run on various devices

(not order 'Run')

Advantage!!
Run/ Not run on own judgment

Advantage!!

Office Robot suite does not limit the operating location!
Office Robot suite does not limit users' operating location as it becomes
compatible with various devices. It comprehends users' behaviors that allows
an increase in scenarios in which Office Robot makes its own judgment.

3.

b. The future advantages brought by enhancement of Office Administrator Robot
b-1. Improvement of sensor functions → increase judgment accuracy
[Value to be provided]
・There are many challenges we need to achieve, but resources are not good enough.
・ We want to focus on highly value-added operations only and have Office Robot do supplementary routine tasks.
Conversation-based operations and self-judgment
immediately shape and realize your idea.

[Use Case]

to be provided in FY2019
and after

User Story
As a

[role]

task operator

so that

[benefit]

Run target operations without focusing on practical operations.

I want

[goal/desire]

Have Office Robot suite sense users' intention and run operations.

Use Case
Automatically book a bullet train ticket without a user's direction.

Robot with
Office Administrator Robot

Humans

professional skills

Before
Conventional process!

①Plan a business trip

Conventional process!

② Run the scenario for approval
③Manipulate the approval system
Conventional process!

④ Buy a bullet train ticket
Conventional process!

⑤ Run the scenario for reimbursement
⑥Manipulate the accounting system
Disadvantage!

Humans have to take care of so many tasks!
The operation is partially automated, but still, humans have to take care of
so many tasks. Without understanding the internal regulations (approval
process, payment methods, etc.), users cannot fully use Office Robot.

After
Advantage!!
① Foresee a business trip
from users' conversation.
(conversation-based operation)

Advantage!!
③Judge whether the operation is
required or not.

② Identify the required tasks for
a business trip preparation.
(Start running by self-judgment)

④ Approve for running the operation.
⑤Manipulate the approval system
⑥Buy tickets on Web site
⑦Manipulate the accounting system
⑧ Report the result.

Advantage !!

Except for decision-making, Office Robot suite takes care of all the other tasks!
The only thing which users need to do is decision-making. Office
Robot suite will take care of all the other practical operations for
users. Users can focus on highly value added operations without
disturbance of supplementary routine works.
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3. The future brought by Office Robot suite

b-2. Visualization of RPA
[Value to be provided]
・ Office Robot is active in several fields thanks to the increase of the RPA penetration.
・ Visualize the good effect achieved by Office Robot to make it consideration for the next investment plan.
Verify the good effect of RPA w ith First Analysis/Reporting

[Use Case]

to be provided in FY2018

User Story
As a

[role]

so that

[benefit]

I want

[goal/desire]

task owner
Figure out the accurate utilization situation of RPA
Hav e Of f ice Robot suite measure and v isualize the utilization and conduct the f irst analy sis.

Use Case
Measure and verify the good effect achieved by introducing RPA

Robot with
professional skills

Office Administrator Robot

Humans

Before
①Run a scenario
Conventional process!

② Measure the runtime
Conventional process!

Disadvantage!

③Analyze the measurements

The workload of manual evaluation is heavy!

Conventional process!

④ Evaluate the results
Users need to measure the runtime of Office Robot and analyze the
results. Users tend to spend much time for data analysis and evaluation
in their busy schedule.

After
①Run a scenario

Advantage!!
② Accumulate necessary statistic information
③ Analysis

Advantage!!

④ The first evaluation

Advantage!!

⑤ Report the result of the first evaluation

⑥Devise a procedure based on the evaluation result

Advantage!!

Evaluation will be automated by Office Robot suite!
Office Robot takes care of operations from the runtime measurement
to the first evaluation. Office Robot measures its own running time so
the accuracy is pretty high. Necessary analysis, evaluation, and
proposal for improvement will be provided by Office Robot.

3. The future brought by Office Robot suite

c. Expansion of automation
c-1. Automation of operations
[Value to be provided]
・Office Robot automates various applications with the preconditions that users comprehend the applications.
・Users can run the operation without understanding the application.
Reduce users' learning cost by manual based scenario creation

[Use Case]

to be provided after FY2019

User Story
As a

[role]

scenario creator

so that

[benefit]

Reduce the learning cost of the operational system

I want

[goal/desire]

Office Robot suite reads through the manual and create a scenario

Use Case
Users who are not familiar with the operational system can also run the operation.

Robot with
Office Administrator Robot

Humans

professional skills

Before
Conventional process!

①Using the manual, learn how to use
the operation management system
②Create and edit the scenario
with the system

Disadvantage!!

Users' learning cost is high!

③ Run the scenario for logging
operations

The purpose of this operation is "record operation", not "get
familiar with the operation management system". Users can work
on the other operations instead of spending their time for learning
how to use the system. Moreover, when the system is upgraded,
users are also required to spend their time to update their
knowledge and skills.

After
①Request Office Robot to record operations
②Create scenario

Advantage!!
③ Read manual and learn how to use
the operation management system
(Scenario creation with the manual)

④Return scenario

⑤Properly edit scenario for recording operations

Advantage !!

The learning cost will be zero with Office Robot suite!

Office Robot will allow us to focus on the primary
objectives instead of spending time for dealing with the
operation management system.

3. The future brought by Office Robot suite

c-2. Accelerate Scenario Creation
[ Value to be provided ]
・The more scenarios are created, the more utility value of Office Robot will be increased.
・Share scenarios among users and increase the ratio of automation as well as users' convenience.
Accelerate knowledge sharing among users at Scenario・Marketplace

[ Use Case ]

to be provided after FY2019

User Story
As a

[role]

scenario creator

so that

[benefit]

Create more useful scenario at low cost

I want

[goal/desire]

Share scenario and provide platform for assessment

Use Case
Reduce load on users' scenario creation

Robot with
professional skills

Humans

Before
Point!!
Create scenarios
on their own

Point !!

Reduce users' load on scenario creation!
If there is no environment where users can share scenarios, users are required
to create a scenario from the very beginning. Still, users can appreciate
automated operations by scenario creation, but the installation should be easier.

After

Advantage!!

① Identify the operation to be automated

②Understand the request contents
and search for similar scenarios to be used for this case

Advantage!!
③ Select the appropriate scenario
(Scenario/Marketplace)

Advantage!!
④ Edit the scenario to meet the requirement

Advantage !!

Scenario sharing at Marketplace!
The automation speed will be increased by utilizing knowledge and skills
shared at Marketplace.
You will find many other useful ways to utilize MarketPlace.
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